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• Chair: Jon Labs
• Editor: Joe Schumacher
Activities of the Week

• 6 sessions:
  – Tuesday 8:15-12:01
  – Tuesday 13:30-17:45
  – Wednesday 8:15-12:10
  – Wednesday 13:38-17:50
  – Thursday 8:35-12:00
  – Thursday 13:35-18:00

• Attendance: 12 4 people
Activities of the Week

• Administrative:
  – Approved minutes from Session #48 (IEEE 802.16maint-07/007)
  – Recorded minutes → IEEE 802.16maint-07/016 (will be uploaded to Maintenance directory)
  – Reviewed the IEEE Patent Policy:
    http://standards.ieee.org/board/pat/pat-slideset.ppt
Resolution of Comments on LB #23b

- IEEE 802.16-07/029r3 (WG directory)
  - 62 comments (14 late comments)
    - 3 Technical binding
    - 31 Technical non-binding
    - 28 Editorial
  - 8 contributions
  - Resolution summary:
    - 51 Accepted or Accepted-modified
    - 5 Rejected
    - 5 Withdrawn
    - 1 Superceded
Resolution of Comments

- IEEE 802.16maint-07/013r2 (Maint directory)
  - 255 comments (0 late comments)
    - 12 Technical (7 were editorial)
    - 242 Editorial
    - 1 General
  - Resolution summary:
    - 165 Accepted or Accepted-modified
    - 1 Rejected
    - 11 Reviewed (not resolved due to Technical)
    - 74 Superceded
    - 4 Withdrawn
Consolidation Document Plan
between Session #49 and #50

• Generate and release Cor2/D4
• (in parallel) incorporate IEEE 802.16maint-07/13r2 into Rev2/D0a
• Release Rev2/D0a (no call for comments against this document).
• Merge Cor2/D4 with Rev2/D0a to generate Rev2/D0b
• Release and open a call for editorial comments on Rev2/D0b hopefully by June 30.
• Withdraw Cor2 PAR at Session #50
Motion #1

- TG Chair has been authorized to make the following motion (10/0/0):

  “To accept the database IEEE 802.16-07/029r3 as the comment resolutions for LB#23b on P802.16-2004/Cor2/D3 and to generate P802.16-2004/Cor2/D4.”
Motion #2

- TG Chair has been authorized to make the following motion (9/0/0):

  “To terminate LB #23, to authorize the WG Chair to withdraw the 802.16-2004/Cor2 PAR at Session #50, and to incorporate P802.16-2004/Cor2/D4 into the Revision consolidation document P802.16Rev2 before its adoption as a WG draft.”